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About This Content

Værøy is a small community located on the southern tip of the Lofoten archipelago. Known for its unpredictable weather, long
summer days and nights lit by the dancing auroras during the winter season.

Airport Værøy is a very accurate recreation of the island, including both Værøy Airport (ENVY) and the newer Værøy Heliport
(ENVR) located on the southern tip of the island. The whole island is modelled in high detail to recreate the scenic terrain that

this part of Norway is known for. The airport itself is nestled at the bottom of a 450 meter cliff on the northern side of the
island, an area known for rapidly changing winds and downdrafts. The scenery also includes a custom Aurora Borealis effect

creating a majestic atmosphere, especially during the dark winter months.
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Realistic recreation of Værøy Airport (ENVY) and Værøy Heliport (ENVR)

Fully compatible with X-Plane 10 and XPlane 11

Accurate terrain model with sloped runway

Highly accurate 3D elevation model of the island

Photo-realistic textures covering the whole island

All airport buildings included in high detail

Custom city and harbor models

Highly detailed ground taxiway and runway textures

Custom windsock and flag animations

Custom runway and approach lights

Custom PLASI lights

Realistic night time effects

Terminal interior models for both the airport and heliport included

Seasonal variations included (requires seasonal plugin)

Custom Aurora Borealis effect
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WTF? Steam states its in my library but nothing shows! Yeah I'm\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Am
going to see if I can get a refund!. This game is amazing! It is easy to tell a lot of effort went in to it. The puzzles are challenging
in the sense that it made my mindset shift perspective to solve them sometimes. I think that's pretty freaking cool. I also like the
atmosphere the music created. It kept me on my toes. If you are on the fence about whether or not to get this game, I say get it.
It is worth it. It's not expensive and due to all the different endings you can get hours upon hours of gameplay out of it. This,
however, is only my opinion.. hours of laughter!
would love an option to play with strangers!. Amazing game, incredibly deep and strategic.
Too bad more people dont play it though.. Great recording software!. A worthy successor to Predynastic Egypt. If you haven't
played that title I recommend picking it first - it's a more compact experience that will get you used to the rules and unusual
format of Clarus Victoria's games.

In a nutshell, it plays like a Civ mod with a very narrow focus. The starting conditions are mostly the same every time, and the
objectives are exactly the same, though you do get a lot more latitude compared to Predynastic Egypt. The game is a lot longer
this time around with about 6-7 hours per playthrough. Because of this I would suggest that you play the game on at least the
historical difficulty settings. If you struggle at the beginning, which is likely as it's a tough start, start a new game on beginner
and play till the first two challenges so you can learn the ropes, then restart on historical. I played through the whole game on
beginner and the last hour or two were very tedious and had no challenge, and it was too long for me to want to go back and play
it again on the historical settings.

Also be careful of the save and load difficulty settings! It doesn't save on exit, only on autosave, and on the toughest setting it
deletes the save game when you load. So make sure you play till the next autosave else you'll lose your progress outright.

But that's just nitpicking really, it's a great game if you're after a more crafted and historical strategy experience. If you want an
infinitely replayable Civ-like then look elsewhere.. Great software to beautify your desktop ヽ(´∀｀ヽ). This game looks so great
in screenshots, but is such a let-down to play :(

I, of course, ignored all the negative reviews because it just looked so purty. Huge mistake. This game is not worth the cost of
entry.
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I enjoyed this game. Not a big studio game but it had some scares and a good bit of tension. Based on the ending I was
wondering of there might be a quadrant 2 in the making.. This game provides a lot of fun for me and my Gf. Lottle the single
player challenges, and the coop mode is just addictive.. Have fun running around. It's 90% of this game. Battle system gets
boring quickly and lacks depth imo. Also as far as I know you can't escape once you trigger an encounter. Game is tiny - handful
of dungeons and one city.

It's bad. There are better jRPG's out ther for similar price.. Some serious flaws, but overall an enjoyable experience. A very
challenging game, this isnt some ordinary puzzle game. Its a game involve platforming and thinking with force fields, similar
matter to thinking with portals in Portal games. But this game is far more difficult and can be frustrating at times. But with
some patience and understanding, you can get through it. But be warned, some levels CAN be difficult and there is no manual
saving, you have to go through checkpoints to save when you die. Otherwise, you'll have to start all over on that obstacle. Your
progress is saved when you complete a obstacle of course so no worries about that if you are concerned about saving overall, but
good luck when making progress... Enjoy!. this games ia very addicting and fun. I can't believe it - I finally found a Shoot 'Em
Up game I'm good at! What's more, SATAZIUS looks great, feels great and sound really amazing. At this moment, this is my
favorite SHMUP game available on Steam. There are few difficulty levels, lots of achievements and other stuff so it will hook
you up for a fine number of hours. I recommend this game to every fan of this genre and to people who are looking for
something enjoyable, but also and not too hard.. A fun puzzle / arcade game. Educational, but i cant hold it against it, and its not
in your face about it. To be honest, highly recommend if its on at least 50% sale, but dont bother otherwise. There is very little
content to the game, and you can total it in one sit in.
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